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Web Site: Tandy’s Model Aircraft

Waco SRE
July 27, 2014
The colored bond paper image of the Waco’s instrument panel must be mounted on a hard
backing for mounting purposes. The paper image was carefully glued down onto a piece of
1/64th plywood with aliphatic glue and given two full strength coats of clear nitrate dope as
shown below. The major grain of the plywood was oriented vertically because the glue and
dope will warp the plywood perpendicular to the grain direction. Therefore, square steel
blocks were place on each end of the plywood to hold it down.
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The plywood mounted image was trimmed down to the shape of the model’s dashboard and
then rubber banded around a glass jar as shown below to let the glue and dope thoroughly
cure in order to take out the curl or warp in the plywood.

In the first picture above, you can see that the second coat of clear dope dried a little
shiny, which significantly detracts from the panel’s appearance. To dull away the shine,
4000 grit Micro-Mesh cloth shown below was very gently rubbed over the doped panel’s
surface.
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The picture below shows the panel to now have an almost flat or matte like finish, which was
a result of the Micro-Mesh cloth treatment.

This is view of the panel back that will eventually be glued to the model’s dashboard.

This last picture with the hard mounted instrument panel temporarily placed up against the
dashboard shows you how the finished panel is going to look…………………Tandy
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